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Start your journey into the world of passive income right now!

Aurora Trading Group offers investments in automatic cryptocurrency 
arbitrage, allowing you to earn a stable income without effort.
Join us and start making money in the cryptocurrency market
with Aurora Trading Group!

cryptocurrency
ARBITRAGE



Business is based on high-tech and
uniqueways of online trading

Automated cryptocurrency arbitrage:
Our company offers smart bots that automatically
arbitrage cryptocurrencies, allowing our clients 
to earn more income with less effort.

Minimizing risks and maximizing profits:
Оur bots operate according to a pre-built algorithm 
and stick to the parameters set by our experts, which
allows us to minimize risks and maximize profits
for our clients.

The most advanced technologies and algorithms:
We use advanced technologies andalgorithms

that have been developed by experienced
arbitrageurs.

Simple and convenient way of earning:
We offer our clients a simple and convenient

way of earning on the cryptocurrency market,
which is available to everyone.



Perspectives of investment with Aurora Trading Group

Aurora Trading Group provides the opportunity to 
invest in cryptocurrency with high returns and
minimal risk. 

Thanks to a unique and highly effective combination
of technologies that allows you to make money on both
the growing and falling cryptocurrency markets, this is a 
unique feature and an incredible achievement of the
company in a competitive environment and 
the changing parameters.



And so, to the tariffs

Thanks to the use of special technologies and the experience of professional traders, the company
ensures stable growth of its partners' investments. Besides, Aurora Trading Group offers different rates
for investments, which allows you to choose the most suitable option for everyone.

Startup

0.9% per day

60 days

Deposit amount: 10 usdt - 300 usdt
Deposit at the end of the term

Credited every day
Total profit: 54%

Progress

1.0% per day

50 days

Deposit amount: 301 usdt - 1000 usdt
Deposit at the end of the term

Credited every day
Total profit: 50%

Optimum

1.3% per day

40 days

Deposit amount: 1001 usdt - 5000 usdt
Deposit at the end of the term

Credited every day
Total profit: 52%

Premium

2.0% per day

20 days

Deposit amount: 10001 usdt - 25000 usdt
Deposit at the end of the term

Credited every day
Total profit: 40%

Expert

1.5% per day

30 days

Сумма вклада: 5001 usdt - 10000 usdt
Deposit at the end of the term

Credited every day
Total profit: 45%



What about bonuses?

The affiliate program - 8 ranks, allows everyone to receive additional income from each deposit of your affiliate 
structure, depending on your rank.

Bonus rewards for active partners of the company! To receive the bonus, you need to have the appropriate personal 
investment and the appropriate investment of your team.
If these conditions are met, you will receive a corresponding cash bonus.

Guest

Personal Deposit: 0$
Structural turnover: 0$

Percentage remuneration

Bonus

0$

5% 2% 1% 1%

Startupper

Personal Deposit: 500$
Structural turnover: 10.000$

Percentage remuneration

Bonus

150$

6% 2% 1% 1% 0,5%

Progressor

Personal Deposit: 2500$
Structural turnover: 50.000$

Percentage remuneration

Bonus

350$

6% 5% 4% 3% 2% 1% 0,5%

Optimizer

Personal Deposit: 15.000$
Structural turnover: 250.000$

Percentage remuneration

Bonus

5000$

15% 6% 5% 4% 3% 2% 1% 0,5%



Road map

October 2023

Expanding the development team.
Development of partnerships with 
major players.

December 2023December 2023

Launch cryptocurrency portfolio
management services and crypto
investing advice.

April 2024April 2024

Opening an office in Britain. Attracting 
more than €1 million in investment for the 
launch. Expanding the team to provide 
faster and better customer service.

May 2024May 2024

Launch a marketing campaign to
attract new customers.

September 2024September 2024

Launching a token.

January 2025January 2025

Development of our own exchange to 
provide more opportunities for
customers.

March 2025March 2025

Launching iOS and Android application.

April 2025April 2025

Launch of own virtual debit cryptocurrency 
card with the ability to connect to your 
wallet Apple Pay or Google Pay.

November 2025November 2025

Development of our own exchange to 
provide greater opportunities for clients.

December 2025December 2025

Creation and integration of an NFT
platform based on our own exchange.
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We offer our clients a simple and convenient way to make money on the
cryptocurrency market which is available to everyone.
Join us and start earning with                                              Aurora Trading Group!

@AuroraTradGroup @Auroratradgroup_Discussion @AuroraTradGroup_Manager


